# Student Dress Code

## Junior Secondary (Year 7 / 8), Middle Secondary (Year 9 / 10)

### Everyday Uniform
C SHS blue blouse with crossover tie/blue shirt with long tie to be worn with navy blue knee length pleat skirt/formal shorts/trousers. **Year 7, 8 and 9 students must** wear this uniform to school **EVERY day** except on Interschool sport days, Sports Carnivals or during HPE prac lessons. **Ties must** be worn all day on relevant parade days (ie Year 7/8 Monday, Year 9 Tuesday).

### Sports Uniform
C SHS light blue/navy blue polo shirt with C SHS sports shorts. **Year 7, 8 and 9 are expected to change into this uniform for HPE prac lessons. The Sports uniform is to be worn on Interschool Sport days (Year 7 Thursday, Year 8 Wednesday) and Sports Carnivals.**

## Middle Secondary (Year 10), Senior Secondary (Year 11 / 12)

### Everyday Uniform
C SHS white blouse with crossover tie/white shirt with long tie to be worn with navy blue knee length pleat skirt/formal shorts/trousers. **Year 10, 11 and 12 students must** wear this uniform to school **EVERY day** except on Sports Carnivals or during HPE prac lessons. **Ties must** be worn all day on parade days (Year 10 Wednesday, Year 11 Thursday, Year 12 Friday).

### Sports Uniform
C SHS navy blue/light blue polo shirt with C SHS sports shorts. **Year 10, 11 and 12 are expected to change into the Sports uniform for HPE prac lessons and are only permitted to wear the uniform for Sports Carnivals.**

**Senior Jersey:** **Year 12s Only** (may be worn)

## All Year Levels

### Winter Uniform

- **C SHS v-neck jumper and C SHS tracksuit jacket**
- Long navy trousers/slacks/pants
- Black stockings/leggings only may be worn under the skirt (not to be worn with shorts and socks are not to be worn with stockings/light)

### Sports Uniform
- C SHS tracksuit jacket and pants can only be worn on sports days (Year 7 - Thursday, Year 8 - Wednesday)
- Year 9, 10, 11 and 12 are to change into the C SHS tracksuit/jacket/pants

### Footwear

- Fully black lace-up jogger style shoe with black laces ONLY, no coloured trim must be worn at all times (the entire foot must be covered). Leather or impervious uppers are recommended
- No hightops or boots
- No THONGS or SANDALS

### Socks:
- Plain white short visible ankle socks

### JEWELLERY
- Facial piercings - one only clear facial stud, any other must be removed during the school day or covered by tape/band-aid (if new)
- Facial/nose rings are not permitted
- No necklaces, bracelets, bands or anklets are allowed
- The only jewellery acceptable is:-
  - Maximum of two plain small studs or sleepers per ear (Only flesh coloured plugs can be worn, NO tunnels or dangly earrings)
  - A watch
  - One plain ring with no sharp edges
  - Religious or culturally significant pendant – to be worn inside shirt so it is not visible and on a thin chain
  - Medi-Alert pendant/Medi-Alert bracelet

(This is a WH&S requirement, any additional jewellery will be confiscated)

### Hats
- C SHS wide brimmed hat

### Hair
- All students with long hair must have it tied back in subjects required for WHS
- Hair ties to be dark blue or black
- Hair colour is to be natural tones ie. not multicoloured
- Hair styles are to be neat and tidy eg. no mohawks, no words/symbols shaved into the scalp etc
- Students wanting to participate in fundraising activities involving hair colouring, must gain permission from the Principal

### Unacceptable Items
- No other jumper/jacket to be worn except for C SHS branded articles
- No hoodies, cardigans, visible undershirts, mid-riffs, beanies/head wear, gloves or scarves
- No denim or jersey shorts or jeans or fleecy tracksuit pants
- Only plain black or plain navy belts are acceptable
- No sport representative jackets or shorts, or Trade Training Centre jackets are allowed to be worn
- School sports team apparel (eg Rugby/Volleyball/AFL) to be worn at training/games ONLY
- Performing Arts jackets are to be worn at performances ONLY
- **Makeup:** Light foundation make-up only may be worn. NO Lip colours, eyeliner, mascara or eye shadow allowed.
- **Nail polish:** Clear only permitted